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Winners and Losers from the H-1B Visa Program

W

ho are the winners and losers in picture is brighter in other respects: The cap on visas was initially 65,000
the special visa program that enables U.S. Foreign scientists were found to be a year. That became a binding concompanies to employ high-skilled foreign strong contributors to innovation and straint in the mid-1990s and it was
workers on a temporary basis in special- productivity. That translated into raised to 115,000 in 1999. The U.S.
ized occupations? In Understanding the wage and job gains in related fields, Department of Commerce estimates
Economic Impact of the H-1B Program
on the U.S. (NBER Working Paper No.
The influx of foreign computer scientists enabled by the program lowered wages
23153), John Bound, Gaurav Khanna,
of domestic workers in the field, stimulated growth in related fields, and reduced
and Nicolas Morales explore how the
consumer prices.
availability of such workers has affected
the welfare of domestic workers, firms, and into more choice and lower prices that during the late 1990s, 28 percent
and consumers.
for consumers.
of all U.S. programming jobs were held
Based on their model, the researchThe research focuses on the by H-1B visa holders.
ers calculate that the influx of foreign- Internet boom years, when workers in
Although the H-1B legislation stipborn computer scientists enabled by computer-related occupations became ulates that visa holders must be paid the
the H-1B program had a positive effect the largest share of H-1B visa holders. prevailing wages for their jobs, critics
on the U.S. IT secof the H-1B program
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scientists by between
effort and expense?”
Source: Researchers’ calculations using data from IPUMS, Bureau of Economic Analysis, and other sources
6 and 11 percent. The
The researchers

calculate that wages, domestic employment, and, as a result, college enrollment in computer science would have
grown even more rapidly than it did, had
immigration been restricted. Indeed,
the fraction of U.S. college degrees
in computer science would have been
higher by 1.3 to 2.6 percentage points
in 2001. The reduction in labor costs
associated with this program spurred
growth and innovation in the computer science sector and increased pro-

ductivity in the economy as a whole.
Lower labor costs also increased profits, enabling new companies to enter
the field. Growth in the computer science sector also sparked expansion in
related fields, raising wages for college
graduates who were not computer scientists and for non-college graduates.
For consumers, the researchers estimate, the H-1B program has resulted
in lower prices for technology-related
products, and has led to a higher rate

of product innovation. The innovation
effects are particularly important in
assessing consumer welfare.
The researchers emphasize that
while their estimates are dependent on
the assumptions built into the model,
the impacts on computer scientists
would hold so long as the demand
curve for such workers is downward
sloping and the domestic supply curve
is positively sloped.
— Steve Maas

The Effects of Excluding Low-Skill Foreign Workers

T

he 1964 termination of the was made explicitly to raise wages and outcomes for native workers before and
bracero program, which recruited employment for domestic farm work- after exclusion of the Mexican workers in
Mexican guest workers to work on ers. It was therefore a significant change heavily affected, lightly affected, and unafAmerican farms, had “little measurable in labor market policy for domestic fected states. They find that pre- and posteffect on the labor market for domestic farm workers.” That is the concluTermination of the bracero program between the U.S. and Mexico at the end
sion of Immigration Restrictions as
of 1964 led employers to adopt more labor-saving technology rather than to
raise domestic wages or employment.
Active Labor Market Policy: Evidence
from the Mexican Bracero Exclusion
(NBER Working Paper No. 23125), by workers in the states and industries that exclusion farm wages and farm employMichael A. Clemens, Ethan G. Lewis, employed the migrant laborers.
ment were similar in states highly exposed
and Hannah M. Postel.
The researchers compare labor market to exclusion — which lost roughly one
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real farm wages before and after the
program ended were similar to those
in 17 states where braceros comprised
3 to 4 percent of the agricultural workforce. Wages in both groups of states
rose more slowly after bracero exclusion
than in 23 states that had not had any
braceros. In both high and low exposure
states, average wages rose roughly 14
percent between 1964 and 1969, while

in states with no exposure they rose
about 21 percent. The researchers find
no evidence that excluding Mexican
workers affected the movement of seasonal domestic workers between states.
Farmers accelerated mechanization
of the production of tomatoes, sugar
beets, and cotton after the bracero exclusion. Production of those crops dipped
but, at least for tomatoes and cotton,

the declines were modest and shortlived. For crops where no advanced
machinery was available, there tended
to be larger and lasting declines in
production.
The study does not test whether the
complex effects of exclusion led to a net
benefit or net cost to U.S. productivity
overall.
— John Laidler

The Immigrant as Innovator

I

mmigrants are over-represented, relative to their population shares, among
those who receive patents and develop
new technologies. In Immigration and
the Rise of American Ingenuity (NBER
Working Paper No. 23137), Ufuk Akcigit,
John Grigsby, and Tom Nicholas examine
the long-run links between immigration
and innovation. They find that talented
immigrant inventors often have paved
the way for long-term innovation, while
receiving significantly lower compensation
than their native-born counterparts.
Using U.S. Patent and Trade Office
and U.S. Census data, the researchers
study the “golden age of U.S. invention,”
the period from 1880 to 1940. Some
immigrant inventors, like the Scottishborn Alexander Graham Bell, made direct
innovative contributions. Others made
“spillover” contributions, such as those
of the Chicago-based French engineer
Octave Chanute to the work of Wilbur
and Orville Wright. The researchers geographically track where immigrant inventors worked, as well as the geographic and
patent classes of their filings. After 1940,
when the Census began recording information on wages and income, they also
consider the earnings of inventors.
Technology areas where immigrant
inventors were prevalent between 1880
and 1940 experienced more patenting and
citations between 1940 and 2000 than
other sectors. This finding suggests that

there are broad long-run macroeconomic
effects of inventions and innovation.
In the ten most inventive states,
measured by the average number of pat-

The researchers found that foreignborn inventors, the vast majority of whom
came from Europe in the late 1800s and
early 1900s, tended to cluster in the

Technology areas where immigrant inventors were prevalent between 1880
and 1940 experienced more patenting between 1940 and 2000.
ents per capita between 1880 and 1940,
international migrants comprised about
one-fifth of the population, compared
Immigrants Patent More,
Earn Less
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Source: Researchers’ calculations using
USPTO and 1940 U.S. Census data

with less than 2 percent in the least
inventive states.
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Northeast and upper-Midwest regions
of the U.S. and were noticeably absent in
southern states. Though they were often
associated with then cutting-edge fields
like chemistry and electricity, they were
also involved in other tech areas, such as
medical technology.
Not only were areas with more immigrants more likely to generate patents;
immigrant inventors were more productive during their lifetimes than nativeborn inventors. While immigrant inventors had 9 percent more patents and
citations than native-born inventors,
their labor income was 5 percent lower
than their native-born counterparts. The
authors label this “evidence of an immigrant inventor wage gap that cannot be
explained by differentials in productivity.”
The researchers note that while they
study a historical period, the role of immigrants in U.S. innovation is even greater
today. While immigrants accounted for
19.6 percent of inventors during the
period they reviewed, today the share is
about 30 percent.
— Jay Fitzgerald

Variation in Education Costs and Future Earnings

A

re policies designed to encourage dent and society, which may differ by major. played the highest future earnings.
The researchers ask whether budgetThe study relies on budget data for the
students to enroll in the most remunerative
professions a cost-effective use of private years 2000 to 2014 at the 12 universities in constrained universities could become
and public educational dollars? How would the Florida state system that offer degrees at more productive by more efficiently allotuition vary if it were tied to the instruc- the bachelor’s level or higher. It focuses on cating their resources. They note that if a
tional costs of each degree program? These the cost of educating the nearly 58,000 stu- university is allocating its spending effiare among the questions raised by Joseph
G. Altonji and Seth D. Zimmerman in
Future earnings differ substantially across college majors, but so do instrucThe Costs of and Net Returns to College
tional costs. They don’t always line up.
Major (NBER Working Paper No. 23029).
The researchers point out that poli- dents who enrolled in a university directly ciently, a marginal dollar of additional
cies designed to encourage students to seek out of high school and went on to gradu- spending would have the same return, in
degrees in lucrative STEM fields, as opposed ate. Earnings data is limited to students terms of society’s objectives, in all fields.
to the less-remunerative liberal arts, con- who work in Florida after graduation — 75 This return is difficult to calculate, and
sider only one side of the educational led- percent of the sample. These earners were includes more than earnings. They note
ger. Engineers earn 30 percent more than tracked through early 2010; thus, the old- that “[I]f schools are currently allocatteachers, but cost universities 44 percent est workers in the earnings records were 14 ing funding optimally across majors, it
must be the case that
more to produce.
degrees in fields with
Differences in earnPresent Value of Graduates’ Earnings Per College Instructional Dollar
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Over the study
trying assign students
period, a combinato majors, per-dollar
tion of budget cutbacks and a surge in
returns are relevant for universities facing years out of high school, or around age 32.
The researchers calculate the average enrollment resulted in disproportionate
fixed budgets.
The researchers focus on what univer- total degree cost to be $39,184, but they also declines in per-credit spending in some
sities spend to educate students. This is dif- find large disparities across fields. On aver- disciplines. The researchers estimate a drop
ferent from the cost to the students, whose age, educating engineering students costs of as much as 40 percent for engineering
tuition may not cover full costs, and who $62,297, double the cost of business stu- and health. The large changes raise the
also may receive outside grants. They also dents. The cost of educating students in a question of whether drops in per-credit
point out that their measure of future earn- particular major is not related to future stu- spending make students less inclined to
ings is a necessarily incomplete measure of dent earnings. Indeed, some of the students pursue resource-strapped fields, and lower
the return to an education, since it excludes who were cheapest to educate — such as the value of a degree in the labor market.
— Steve Maas
any nonmonetary benefits to both the stu- business and computer science majors — dis4

State Universities Turn to Higher-Tuition Foreign Students

R

apid economic growth has increased funding cuts. Increases in foreign-student universities. In contrast to the pattern for
the numbers of college-ready students in admissions have been greatest in well- Chinese students, students from western
developing economies, especially China, but reputed research universities below this Europe are mostly found at the top private
these countries’ research universities have not top tier. Non-research universities did not universities in major cities, because research
expanded fast enough to accommodate the significantly increase admissions of for- universities are more plentiful in these stuincreases. As a result, large numbers of international students have applied to universities
Public research universities are accepting surging numbers of students from
in the United States at a time when public
China, South Korea, and Saudi Arabia in an effort to balance their books.
universities here have faced reductions in state
funding, particularly steep cuts associated eign students as a response to declines in dents’ home countries.
with the Great Recession.
state funding.
The researchers find that a 10 percent
The result, John Bound, Breno Braga,
The researchers find that these trends reduction in state funding was associated
Gaurav Khanna, and Sarah Turner dem- tracked closely with the supply of Chinese with a 12 percent increase in foreign enrollonstrate in A Passage to America: students, who accounted for more than 90 ment at public research universities, and
University Funding and International percent of the increase in foreign students with a 17 percent increase at more resourceStudents (NBER Working Paper No. between 2003 and 2013. The rise in Chinese intensive research universities. They find
22981), has been dramatic growth in the students was due to a general increase in that there is a negative association between
number of foreign students at U.S. public Chinese family wealth, the country’s one- additional foreign students and in-state sturesearch universities.
dents; however, they note
State universities facthat this association is
Foreign Enrollment and State University Funding, 2005–12
ing appropriation cuts have
not causal. Alternatives in
Change
in
foreign
freshmen,
logarithmic
scale
three options: increase
which more in-state stu3
tuition, cut expenditures,
dents were enrolled would
UCLA
or admit more out-of-state
imply higher in-state tuition
UC-Irvine
Iowa
Ohio St
Pittsburgh
UCSD
students, who pay much
and/or lower resources per
2
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Michigan St
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Tech
higher tuition than state
student.
University of
Penn St
Oregon
residents. Universities have
California President Janet
Illinois
1
increased tuition — with
Napolitano described the
Florida
Kansas
North Carolina
greater increases in states
tradeoff: “Nearly every state
Virginia
imposing greater funding
in the nation has faced this
Michigan
UT Austin
0
cuts — but they have also
Hobson’s choice, and they
Texas A&M
drawn upon the burgeonhave all reached the same
ing supply of students
decision: open doors to out-1
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0.0
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from developing countries
Change in total appropriations at the state level, logarithmic scale
of-state students in order to
Source: Researchers’ calculations using data from the
who are willing and able
keep the doors open for inAmerican Survey of Colleges and the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
to pay full fare.
state students.”
The researchers examAlthough admitting
ine differences in foreign-student admis- child policy, and two specific events in 2005: foreign students has been a potent mechasion rates across institutions and find that a shift in China’s currency valuation policy nism for state research universities to mitithey are related not only to the magnitude that allowed the yuan to appreciate, and a gate the effects of dwindling state appropriaof state cuts but also to an institution’s abil- relaxation of student visa requirements that tions, the researchers caution that this may
ity to attract full-paying domestic students simplified the passage of Chinese students not be a sustainable strategy. “The supply of
and to its attractiveness to foreign students. into the U.S.
such students to U.S. universities is not likely
The capacity of non-research universi- to remain constant in future decades,” they
Because the supply of domestic, fullpaying out-of-state students is limited, ties in China is more in line with demand, so conclude. “Growth in home-country instionly the most popular state universities, Chinese students seeking degrees from non- tutions of close quality or negative shocks to
such as the University of Michigan and research institutions need not go abroad.
home-country economies would likely drain
Enrollment of Chinese students this pool of students from abroad.”
the University of California, Berkeley, can
use this applicant pool to compensate for increased most markedly at public research
— Deborah Kreuze
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Imperfect Electricity Markets versus Imperfect Regulation

I

n the last two decades, more than half and demand, often across multiple power con- higher cost plants are used to produce power even
of the wholesale electricity transmission systems trol areas that were previously operating auton- though lower cost plants are available. In some
in the United States have adopted some form of omously. Between 1996 and 2012, 60 former cases, using high cost plants is appropriate when
market mechanism to determine which power power control areas adopted such “market lower cost generators are unavailable as a result of
plants would operate. Based on an examination
of hourly supply and demand patterns on the U.S.
Market mechanisms led to increased coordination across utilities and less output
electrical grid, Steve Cicala estimates that these
from high-cost generators, substantially reducing the cost of producing electricity.
new markets reduced aggregate electricity generation costs by $3 billion a year. His results are dispatch” overnight by either joining an exist- normal grid operations such as maintenance, refureported in Imperfect Markets versus Imperfect ing market, or participating in the creation of eling, start-up costs, and transmission congestion.
Regulation in U.S. Electricity Generation a new one. Roughly two-thirds of electricity Withholding lower-cost units from auction is also
production in the United States is now deter- how firms exert market power. He also measures
(NBER Working Paper No. 23053).
changes in trade across power control areas, and
Electricity production must be exactly syn- mined by the outcomes of these markets.
the associated gains from offsetchronized with demand, which
ting higher-cost generation.
has large daily, weekly, and seaElectricity Generation at “Uneconomical” Power Plants
He uses the staggered rollsonal swings. The integrity of
Total costs of using inefficient plants, logarithmic scale
out of markets to estimate the
the U.S. electrical grid is main- 1.0
impact these new mechanisms
tained by roughly 100 “balancTransition to markets
have on production costs by
ing authorities,” which determine
comparing changes in operawhen power plants start up and
tions following market adopshut down to match these fluctua- 0.5
tion to those of areas that have
tions. Historically, these decisions
not undergone any changes.
were made by engineers within the
Because fuel price changes
vertically integrated utilities that
0.0
unrelated to market transitions
owned the power plants, transmisimpact the measurement of
sion system, and distribution netcost savings, he uses machine
works that serve customers. This
learning algorithms to predict
regulatory structure resulted in a -0.5 -24 -20 -16 -12
-8
-4
4
8
12
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Months before
Months after
the system operator’s complex
grid built for reliability, rather than
Shading represents 95% confidence intervals
rules for dispatching generators
substantial inter-regional transmisSource: Researcher’s calculations using U.S. electricity production data from 1999–2012
in the absence of markets, and
sion of electricity. Over 90 percent
compares observed and preof power was generated in the local
Using data on fuel costs, capacities, heat effi- dicted behavior across groups. He finds that
power control area where it was consumed.
With changes in federal regulations (and ciency, and the operations of nearly all generating markets encouraged both increased trade across
encouragement from the Federal Energy units in the U.S., Cicala constructs power sup- areas, and reduced usage of higher cost units.
Regulatory Commission), balancing authori- ply curves ranking production units from low- The 20 percent improvement in each of these
ties began to turn their responsibilities over to est to highest cost for each of the 98 areas at metrics reduced production costs by about $3
independent system operators, who use day- an hourly resolution from 1999 to 2012. He billion per year.
—Linda Gorman
ahead and real-time auctions to balance supply then estimates the excess costs that occur when
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